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coming out of its door—these things are more visible than
the picture of tulips on a white wall and the books that I
see on shaking off the Columbus-San Remo mood and
raising my head now from writing.
And then something queerer happened. . , . I was
talking to iny mother a little before her death about her
sister who had eventually died on that corner of an Italian
shore. And I mentioned as puzzling to me that I should still
have the strong impression of having been in that earth-
quake when my cousin Olive declared so hotly that I had
not. . . . My mother said with quick indignation :
"But Fordie, of course you were. Your father hid The Times
from me for three whole days until we got the telegram
saying you were safe. He had to pinch himself to get the
money to send you with your aunt and cousins. He insisted
on thinking that your aunt's conversation would help edu-
cate you." . . . My mother always resented that her sister
and her sister's children should be regarded as gcnuises
whilst she and hers were considered the most commonplace
of beings.
That really seemed to settle the matter.* At any rate that
stretch of Mediterranean sea-coast has always hypnotized
my imagination. It is not one of the most striking regions of
Italy. It is indeed not striking at all. Provence next door is
infinitely more sympathetic. Nevertheless when, as happens
once or twice a year to everybody, I feel the necessity to go
to Italy, it is there I go. And the desire seems assuaged before
I pass Genoa, and I seldom go further.
§
The second region much to possess my early imagination
was, as I have said, oddly enough the country round
Memphis, Tennessee.
We sailed, Walter Atterbury and I, almost exclusively in
* My friend, Mr. Richard Hughes, in his wonderful High Wind in
Jamaica, tells a memorable earthquake story of a little girl. She was
in such a convulsion in Jamaica and insisted for ever after on claiming
it as her own special property, as if no one, else had witnessed it. That
may explain my own story.

